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Connecticut
» Background
» Result
» Implications
» Mass v. EPA + AEP v. Conn. = ?
 Other pending climate change litigation
» Comer
»Kivalina
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Filed in 2004 by several states, NYC, and land trust
groups against five energy companies, TVA
» Asserts public nuisance under federal common law
» Claims defendants jointly & severally liable for
allegedglobal warming-related damages such as:
-- reduced mountain snow pack
-- coastal erosion
-- increased flooding
» Seeks an injunction forcing defendants to cap and
reducetheir emissions by some % each year
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District court dismissed complaint - non-justiciable political
question
 Second Circuit reversed -- 582 F.3d 309 (2009)
-- rejected defense view that the claim touches on many
significant issues (e.g., economic, environmental,
nationalsecurity, and foreign policy), thus requiring an
initial policydetermination by the political branches
-- tort law sufficient to adjudicate plaintiffs’ claims, and
courtscapable of resolving causation and remedy
-- an ordinary tort suit
-- plaintiffs need only, and did, allege defendants
“contributedto” injuries to satisfy standing
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Supreme Court reverses Second Circuit -- 131 S. Ct. 2527 (2011)
»Jurisdiction affirmed 4-4 - questions on standing remain
»Clean Air Act and EPA regulatory action displace federal
common law claims
-- federal common law precedent has allowed suits
brought by a State to stop pollution from another
State
-- federal legislation precludes a similar result here:
“The Act itself thus provides a means to seek
limits on emissions of carbon dioxide from
domestic power plants -- the same relief the
plaintiffs seek by invoking federal common
law. We see no room for a parallel track.”
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Supreme Court defined the role for the courts -- to review
challenges to EPA action or inaction



Rejected the argument that federal common law is not displaced
until EPA acts



Congress delegated to EPA the decision on whether and how to
regulate carbon dioxide emissions from power plants
-- that delegation displaces federal common law



Affirmed the limited role of courts in balancing the complex
interests involved in greenhouse gas regulation



The Court did not reach the question of whether state nuisance law
claims are preempted by the Clean Air Act or otherwise available
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Decision reflects the current Court - blend of narrow statutory reading
by some and deference to executive agencies by others -- those
combined dynamics produced a 8-0 decision
Further narrows the available avenues for tort plaintiffs with climate
change theories
Reflects the overwhelming reluctance of the Court to engage in the
climate debate:
“The Court, we caution, endorses no particular view of the
complicated issues related to carbon dioxide emissions and
climate change.”
AEPv. Conn. + Mass. v. EPA = Resounding rejection of plaintiffs’
attempts to use the courts to advance climate change regulation
Harbinger of the preemption battle to come
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Comer v. Murphy Oil-- putative class action re-filed in May 2011 in
Southern District of Mississippi after complicated path through
Fifth Circuit and Supreme Court
-- advances federal common law nuisance claim and
state law trespass and negligence claims against over
90 defendants -- utility, oil, coal, and chemical companies
-- also seeks a declaratory judgment that “state tort claims
arising from the defendants’ emissions of carbon dioxide
are not preempted by Federal law”
--“Plaintiffs do not ask this Court to regulate greenhouse gas
emissions or change national policy regarding climate
change. Instead, Plaintiffs seek legal redress for the
damages caused by these Defendants”
-- property damage caused by Hurricane Katrina, larger
insurance premiums, and lower resale values
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Kivalinav. ExxonMobil Corp. -- currently pending before the Ninth
Circuit; case was stayed pending outcome of AEP v. Conn.
» 2008 complaint against 24 oil, energy, coal, and utility
entities; alleged liability for coastal erosion of native village
» Seeks damages for relocation of Kivalina’s residents - $95400 million
» District court dismissed federal claims under political
question doctrine and for lack of standing -- 663 F. Supp. 2d
863 (N.D. Cal. 2009)
-- declined to exercise supplemental jurisdiction over
state law claims
» Supplemental briefing on impact of AEP v. Conn. has been
requested by parties
» Virginia Supreme Court ruled that insurance company has no
duty to defend Kivalina defendant AES Corp. (No. 100764
Sept. 2011)
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